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o.Abstract

A simple and effective procédure for the design of advanced

motion controllers for electric powered AGVs is presented which

incorporâtes many of the ideas characterizing the recently

established theory on the control of robotic manipulators. This

includes dynamic aodelling, decoupling, pre-computed torque,

linearization, pôle placement and sliding modes. Selected

résulta from extensive simulation and field experiments

illustrate its application and support its validity.
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l.Introduction

The development of guidance Systems for automatically guided

vehicles (AGVs) operating in an only partially structured

environnent (such as that found in office, hospital and a number

of industrial applications) requires the solution of a number of

basic problems: environmental perception, world modelling,

trajectory planning, motion control, etc.• [7, 8, 17, 18]. Among

thèse, motion control, the problem of generating the propulsion

forces required for the vehicle dynamics to conform to the

desired trajectory, while certainly not the most difficult is

nevertheless the one with which the désigner is most often

confronted.

In spite of this fact, and aside from a few exceptions [12,

13, 18], the technical literature appears to have paid only a

scant attention to the development of design procédures for AGVs

motion controllers. Apparently, the problem bas either been seen

as a simple corollary of the larger problem of motion control for

a général robotic manipulator [17], and as such not worthy of a

specialized treatment, or, it bas been considered as implicitely

embedded in the more complex motion control of autonomous

vehicles for automotive applications [4-6] . Thèse latter

developments, however, are so cluttered with such complex aspects

as high speed dynamic modelling, tire déformation and spring

effects, roll and pitch oscillations as to appear of a moderate

relevance to the design of motion controllers for low speed, 2-D

AGVs where the emphasis is rather on accuracy, repeatability and

robustness to changing operating conditions.
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As a contribution to improve this situation, in what follows

we présent a systematic procédure for the design of advanced

motion controllers for industrial AGVs which we have established

in the course of research on the development of AGVs for the

automatisation of mining opérations [3]. The class of AGVs

considered is of the type which are propelled by a locomotion

module equipped with two front castors and two rear co-axial

drive wheels; each of the drive wheels is independently powered

by a DC servomotor which is in turn energized by a PWM amplifier

(figures l, 2). The approach, based on theoretical analysis,

simulation and field experiments, is somewhat similar in spirit

to [12] where the same class of AGVs is considered. Among its

innovative features, (with respect to [12]), one may mention: the

development of a more général plant model incorporating the

interactions between servomotor and vehicle dynamics; the stuây

of a more comprehensive motion controller simultaneously

concerned with speed latéral and orientation control; a more

général design procédure easily adaptable to other classes of

AGVs, including AGVs with a steering wheel.

The main steps of the development are the classical ones [l] :

the attairunent of the vehicle âynamic model, the linearization of

this model, the application of the computed torque method, the

exploitation of classical decoupling and pôle placement

techniques [9], the potential incorporation of more advanced

control features (sliding mode) [10, 11].
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2.The vehicle dvnamic model

The vehicle dynamic model bas the function to compute speed,

position and orientation as influenced by the voltages applied to

the locomotion module servomotors. For the class of AGVs under

considération a useful yet quite applicable simplification

is obtained by neglecting such aspects as vehicle roll and pitch

dynamics, vehicle and drive wheels slippage, déformation and

spring effect in the tires (all éléments which must instead be

considered in the more complex automotive vehicles case [4-6]).

With this simplification, the position and orientation of the

vehicle may be described in tenus of the angular position of the

drive wheels according to the following équations

ORIENT = R"2 ;2 - R^ ()1

^ = R.2 ^2 +R.1 "1 cos (ORIENT)

^ ^ R,g $2 ^ R,i 6^ g^ (ORIENT)

where (Xç, y^) are the coordinates of the origin of a frame

attached to the vehicle with respect to a fixed f rame; ORIENT is

the angle characterizing the orientation of the vehicle frame

with respect to the fixed f rame; 6^, 6^ represent the angular

position of the drive wheels; Rg,, R g denote the drive wheels

radius; L is the distance between the drive wheels.
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The dynamic évolution of the angular position of the drive

wheels as a function of the voltages applied to the servomotors,

may be obtained by combining the Newton équations [l]

Fi + FZ = j (Ra2 e°z + Ral ff?)

(Fz - Fi ) j = J(Ra2 ^ - Ral 6 î)

with the servomotor dynamic équations [14]

_ Vj - Kbi ff j ^. _ ^. 2.
i •- —S—'. — ^-9\ ~ •Li " i

i

where

F, = -^L.- PERT,
'-a i

The symbols F., , Fg denote the équivalent propulsion forces

applied to the drive wheels; F,, T^ the torques applied by the

servo-motors to the drive wheels; PERT,, , PERT^ the équivalent

perturbation forces acting on the drive wheels; M the mass of

the vehicle; J the moment of inertia of the vehicle with respect

to its yaw axis; f,, , f^ the drive wheel viscous damping

coefficients; V,, , Vg the voltages applied to the inductor of the

servo-motors; Rg i , Rg the internai résistances of the

servo-motors; K^^ , K^^ the servomotor voltage constants; K^i ,

K^>2 the servomotor torque constants.
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While thèse équations are essential for simulation purposes,

a more convenient for design purposes state space model may be

obtained from them by choosing as the state vector

X' e [ SPEED ORIENT ORIENT Xc Yc ]

and as the control vector

U/ à [ UH AU ]

where

UM =
A Vi + V2

^à ^_^_

SPEED e R?2 $2 + RS1 61

With this choice of state and control vectors one has
•

X=AX+BU+B/$

where

B à

ai 1
0
0

â41
as i

0
0

&32

bi
0
0
0
0

0
0

1

0
l
0
0
0

0
0

bsz
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
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and

ai i = - I/TSPEED as 2 £ - 1/rORIENT

BAI e sin(ORIENT) as 1 e COS(ORIENT)

bit 2 KSPEED/ »"SPEED

b32 - KORIENT/ TQRIENT

2 , f ^ KbK$
MRa2TSPEED ê [ MJ^ ( f + Kfe?- )

KSP E E D £

Kb (1 + f KReK<, )

[A | 2L2 , <, ^ KbK$T OR l EN T = | =-=- — g ( f + "p *"*' )

4J Ra Re

A _2Ra/LRIENT =

^ (1 + f £ K4> )

A
The symbol ^ = [^ $3] represents an équivalent perturbation

which takes into account the influence of PERT, plus the

potential lack of symmetry between left and right side vehicle

parameters.

Remark l. In the spécial case where M=4J/L2 this model

coïncides with that proposed in [12].

Remark 2. In view of unaccounted for viscous damping in the

castors, in practical applications KOR^NT w111 be smaller than

(2/L)KgpEgo .
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3. Motion controller desicrn

From the available estimate of speed, position and

orientation of the vehicle, the motion controller has the task of

computing the control voltages required to have the vehicle

follow a given path with a prescribed value of thèse parameters

(possibly a function of actual speed and position of the vehicle

with respect to the path) . This computation is implemented by

considering the concepts of latéral and orientation offsets

which are defined as follows. Denote with 8 the point of the path

which is closest to the actual position of C, the origin of the

vehicle référence f rame; consider a path dépendent f rame with

origin in S, x axis tangent to the path and pointing in the

direction of the desired motion, z axis vertical and opposite to

gravity. The latéral offset of the vehicle with respect to the

path, LAT_OFFSET, is the (signed) distance between C and S; the

orientation off set, ORIENT OFFSET, is the orientation of the

vehicle f rame with respect to the path dépendent f rame.

The latéral offset of the vehicle corresponds to the y

coordinate of the origin of the vehicle frame with respect to the

path dépendent frame that is

LAT_OFFSET = n., Xç + Ug y;;

where n = (n., , n^ ) is the unit vector perpendicular to the path

at S (see figure 4) . The orientation off set is given by

ORIENT OFFSET e DES ORIENT - ORIENT
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where DES_ORIENT is the orientation of the path dépendent frame

at S.

Usage of thèse concepts together with the decoupled form of

the vehicle state space model obtained in the previous section,

suggest that the motion controller be viewed as given by the

ensemble of two decentralized control loops:

a translational speed controller loop to generate the control

action u^ required to reduce to zéro the différence between

actual and desired translational speed of the vehicle;

a position/orientation controller loop to generate the control

action Au required to reduce to zéro the latéral and the

orientation offset of the vehicle.

In line with the precomputed torque approach [l], the control

u^ generated by the traslational speed controller is chosen as

given by the contribution of two components

UH = UH1 + UH2

where:

u^ i : is a feedforward component corresponding to the control

action required to obtain tïie desired speed under nominal

conditions and in the absence of perturbations;

u^ 2 : is a linear PI feedback component with the task of reducing

the influence of parameter variations, external disturbances and

model uncertainties.
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Thèse components are computed via the following formulas

Uni = ^sp E E ° DES_SPEED + ï—1— DES_SPEED
PEED — ^SPEED —

Un 2 = KI 1 * SPEED OFFSET + KI 2 l SPEED OFFSET dt

where

SPEED OFFSET e DES SPEED - SPEED

The symbol DES_SPEED représenta the desired translational speed;

K^ , K,g are the controllers gains.

The value of thèse gains is determined by imposing that the

dynamics of the speed offset be described by pre-assigned pôles

p^, and Pi 2 ? this gives

Kn = - < p;l+.p12 + D / KSPEED
TSPE ED

Kt2 =Pl1 Pl 2 ÎSPEED /KSPEED

To design the position/orientation controller, it is

useful to note that under tight control conditions, (i.e. under

small speed and orientation off sets) , one can use the following

linear approximations

SPEED = DES SPEED

sin(ORIENT OFFSET) = ORIENT OFFSET

^
COS(ORIENT OFFSET) = l

and obtain

ORIENT1ÔFFSET = - -—1 — ORIENT_"OFFSET + Kç R ' ENT (AU + $2 )
'"ORIENT ~ T'ORIENT

LAT ÔFFSET = DES SPEED * ORIENT OFFSET
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In analogy with the translational speed controller, one may

then once again apply the pre-computed torque idea and view the

control action Au as given by the contribution of

Au,, : a feed_foward component corresponding to the control action

required to obtain the desired orientation under nominal

conditions and in the absence of perturbations;

Au^: a PID feedback component with the task of reducing the

influence of parameter variations, external disturbances and

model uncertainties.

Thèse components are computed by

DES ORIENT . DES ORIENT
^ORIENT

RIENT PRIENT

AUz = Kz1 ORIENT OFFSET + KZ 2 ORIENT OFFSET

+ DEl"SPEEDLAT-OFFSET

where K^,, , ^22^ and K23 ar® th® controller/s gains.

The value of thèse gains is determined by imposing that the

dynamics of position and orientation offsets be described in

terms of pre-assigned pôles pg i ^ Pgz and Pzs* This leads to

KZ 1 = (PZ 1 P2 2 + P2 1 P2 3 + P2 2 PZ 3 ) l-OR I EN T / KQR l ENT

KZZ = - ( (P2 1 + P22 + P23) T ORIENT + I)/KORIENT

KZS = - P2 1 P22 P23 ^OR l EN T/KOR l ENT
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4. A slidincr mode motion controller

Under most operating conditions the usage of the above motion

controller is characterized by a satisfactory dynamic behavior

and an adéquate steady state disturbance rejection. in

exceptional situations, however, the présence of large variations

in operating conditions, model nonlinearities, and excessive

external perturbations (e.g.: static friction) may on occasion

lead to unpredictable, out of spécification behavior. One way to

overcome this difficulty is to apply "ad hoc" nonlinear

modifications such as the complementing of the linear actions

with supplementary signais, the application of optimal and

adaptive control, or the changing of the controller configuration

as a function of the state of opération of the vehicle. With this

approach, however, one is never quite sure about just what kind

of modification will do.

As an alternative approach, one may reinforce the action of

the linear motion controller by incorporating into it sliding

mode features. As suggested in [10, 11], this may be donc by

simply adding to the original controller appropriately "fired"

switching éléments according to the schemes in figures 5 and 6.

With this addition, the control action generated by the (PI/slm)

translational speed controller may now be viewed as given by the

contribution of three components

UM = UM1 + UN2 + UM3
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where: u^,, and u^3 are identical to the components

provided by the original controller discussed in the previous

section; 1^3 is an on/off feedback component which reinforces

the intended effect of u^,, and u^3 by neutralizing the influence

of parameter variations, external perturbations and model

uncertainties.

By specifying that the vehicle follow the desired

translational speed trajectory according to an error dynamics

described by:

•

SPEED_OFFSET + a^, *SPEED_OFFSET = 0

with

a11 = -1/P11

the value of 1^3 is computed via the formula

UM3 = M * SIGN [Slmi] if lslmi| > ei, = 0 otherwise

where

Slmi e ai 1 SPEED_OFFSET + [ SPEED_OFFSET dt

and M., and e, are additional controller parameters. Positive M^

is chosen to be as large as possible up to the maximum expected

value of the input équivalent perturbation ^ . Positive e,, is

chosen so that under "small" speed offsets the controller

feedback action coïncides with that which would be provided by

the original PI; under larger speed off sets, the more energetic

action of the switching component comes into play.
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Analogous considérations apply to the position/orientation

controller. By specifying that the vehicle follow the assigned

path with an error dynamics described by:

,

+ azi ORIENT OFFSET + az2 ORIENT-OFFSET == 0

with

a2 2 = I/PZ1PZ 2 a2 1 = - a2 2 <P2 1 + ?2 2 î

the control action Au may once again be viewed as given by

AU = Au, + Au^ + AU3

where: Au,, and Au^ are identical to the linear feedback

component provided by the original PID controller; AU3 is a

switching component with the objective of reinforcing the

intended effect of Au,, and Au^. AU3 is computed by

U3 ^ Mz SIGN [slmz] if |slmz | > ez, = 0 otherwise

where

,
slms = ^ ^^^^" + azi ORIENT OFFSET + BZ2 ORIENT-OFFSET

and Mg and e g are additional controller parameters.

In analogy with the translational speed controller case, the

value of positive Mg is chosen so as to be as large as possible

up to the maximum expected value of the input équivalent

perturbation ç^. The value of positive e g is chosen so that under

"small" orientation and latéral offsets the controller feedback

action coïncides with that provided by a classical PID; under

larger speed off sets, the more energetic action of the switching

component cônes to the rescue.
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5. An application^^^^^^^^^^^^^^e^^^^

To illustrate the above procédure we will apply it to the

design of the motion controller presently installed in the AGV

unit under development in our laboratory [3]. This unit uses the

locomotion module of the power wheel chair model 6755 by Fortress

Engineering Co. (a Montréal based company), which is

characterized by precisely the same geometry, components, and

dynamic model discussed in the previous sections.

Considering an operating mode where the vehicle has to follow

a âesired path with a pre-assigned speed and latéral offset and

by taking into account the Fortress locomotion module parameter

values reported in table l, the motion controller will be

characterized by the decentralized structure discussed in section

3. The gains of its components are calculated as follows.

Speed controller: By requiring p^ = -3 p^ = -5, one obtains

KI 1 = - [ (Pl l + Plz)*rspEED + I]/KSPEED = 5.7

KIZ =Pt1 Pl 2 rsPEED /KSPEED =16.7

Position/orientation controller: By requiring pz 1 = pz2 = -1.5

p^3 = -3/ one obtains

K21 = (P21 P22 + P21 P23 + P22 PZ 3 ) y°R ' EN T= 6.2
RIENT

KZZ =- ((P21 +P22 +P23) rORIENT + I)/KQRIENT = 2

K23 = - P2 1 P22 P23 l" OR l EN T/KO R l E N T = 3*7
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Distance between the drive wheels L = 0.5 m

Drive wheel radius R ^ = R ^ =.12 m

Mass of the Vehicle M = 200 Kg

Moment of Inertia of the Vehicle w/r to its yaw axis J = 12.5

Kg*m2

Vehicle translational speed gain Kspggo =.32 m/volt*sec

Vehicle translational time constant TSPEEO = •35 s®c

Vehicle orientation gain KQRIEN T = •8 rad/volt*sec

Vehicle time constant TQRIENT = *5 s®c

Table l: Fortress Locomotion Module (typical) Parameter Values

6. Simnlation and test bench results

The dynamic behavior associated with the above design will be

illustrated by discussing some selected results from a certain

number of simulation and field experiments. For this we consider

an implementation of the motion controller based on an IBM PC

equipped with a LabMaster input/output interface; the vehicle

speed and latéral and orientation offsets are computed from

odometric measurements obtained by installing optical encoders on

each drive wheel axis; the operator interface is provided by the

PC keyboard. Though in the actual AGV unit currently under

development in our laboratory a more refined position/orientation

measuring System is used (via the addition of 2-D caméra, a line

painted on the ceiling, safety and guidance features), this

simplified implementation is well sufficient for the intended

purpose. The controller and encoders sampling periods used in
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expérimenta l, 2 and 3 are equal to 0.04 sec; the sampling

periods in experiment 4 are equal to 0.005 sec.

Experiment N.l (Simulation). This experiment illustrâtes the

simulated response of the vehicle equipped with the above motion

controller. The vehicle is requested to follow a straight Une

path with a constant speed equal to 5m/s. The initial conditions

are characterized by a zéro speed and various values of position

and orientation off sets. Typical résulta are illustrated in

figure 7. In agreement with a great number of other simulation

tests [16], they illustrate that the motion controller should

perform quite well under a variety of transient and steady state

operating conditions, the influence of external perturbations,

the présence of model uncertainties.

Experiment N.2 (Test bench). The objective, here, is to

illustrate the dynamic behavior of the speed controller as

obseryed on the test bench. For this the vehicle is requested to

follow a straight line in correspondence with a trapezoidal

speed-time profile with a height equal to 1.2 m/s. The ensuing

results (figure 8) show the vehicle speed response in the case

where only the feedforward component of control action u^ is

applied as compared to the case where both feedforward and

feedback actions are applied. Thèse figures also illustrate the

influence of a perturbation équivalent to $1=1 voit. Thèse

résulta confirm that the insertion of the feedback controller

component offers a considerably better dynamic perfonnance, a

greater robustness to external perturbation, and a speed offset
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âynamics relatively independent from the requested speed

trajectory. The oscillations that one notices during the steady

state part of the speed trajectory are due to the présence of

elasticity in the belt linking the optical encoders to the drive

wheels. They could be easily eliminated by simply improving such

a linkage.
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Experiment N.3 (Test bench). This experiment is set up to

illustrate the dynamic behavior of the motion controller in

relation with position and latéral off sets. The vehicle is now

required to follow with a constant speed a path consisting of two

straight line segments with a 15 degrees différence in

orientation. Figure 9 shows the vehicle latéral and orientation

off set responses. It can once again be easily verified by a

direct analysis and by simulation that thèse résulta are well in

agreement with the theoretical development. Note in particular

that, in line with our position/orientation controller strategy,

the dynamics of the orientation offset is essentially independent

from the vehicle speed while the dynamics of the latéral offset

is not. This strategy could be modified so as to have inverse

occuring by making the pôles pg,- directly proportional to the

desired speed.

Experiment N.4 (Simulation). The objective, here, is to

illustrate the potential benefit attainable with the

incorporation of the sliding mode on-off switching component. For

this we consider the following simulation conditions (because of

data availability at the time of writing locomotion module

parameters différent from those used in the previous experiments

are considered): a strong static friction in the drive wheels

(with an input équivalent value of 100 Voit); initial values of

speed, latéral offset and orientation offset respectively equal

to 0, -.5 m, and - 15 degrees; a request that the vehicle follow

a straight line path with a constant speed equal to 5m/s. Since a

strong static friction on the forward motion is hypothesized, the
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values of M^ and e^ are selected as equal to M, = 100 voit e., =

o.oi rad; a^ = -l/p^ = 0.5 sec. Since no perturbation nor

uncertainty in regard to steering is considered, the selected

values of Mg and e g are equal to zéro.

Figure 10 illustrâtes what happens on the dynamic behavior of

the vehicle in the case where the linear speed controller is used

(M, = 0 ). At the beginning of the eacperiment the static friction

has a stronger value than the proportional control torque applied

to the wheels: the vehicle romains then stuck until the intégral

control action becomes sufficiently strong to overcome the

friction. Figure il shows that the same static friction has

almost no influence on the vehicle dynamics when the original

controller is modified into a PI/slm : the response of the System

with or without the présence of friction is essentially the same

and corresponds to that obtained in the case of the original

controller under no friction.
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Conclusions

The proposed motion controller design procédure appears to be

quite satisfactory and definetly adéquate for the envisioned AGVs

mining applications (and a large variety of others). It is

simple and transparent; it is characterized by a good dynamic and

static behavior; it is reasonably robust to model uncertainties

and external perturbations; it leads to a good correspondence

between theoretical and expérimental behavior.

If required by particularly demanding circumstances, the

proposed controller is easily amenable to incorporate more

advanced f satures such as the inclusion of sliding modes, as we

have discussed, or the insertion of auxiliary speed loops acting

on each drive wheel, an intégral correction of the latéral

off set, the usage of adaptive control, learning and/or preview

control and so on. For a definite évaluation of the practiçal

benefits of thèse features, however, further test bench

expérimenta would be required.
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